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The ARC brand system ensures durability and relevance in a rapidly changing 
air travel market and optimizes messaging for customer preference and growth. 
This robust brand framework positions ARC as a forward-looking, customer- 
oriented and results-driven partner.

THE ARC BRAND 

THE MASTERBRAND FRAMEWORK
ARC’s masterbrand-led framework highlights four core components: 

• The brand essence is the distilled expression of the brand that embodies ARC’s core purpose. 
• The brand promise articulates the key benefits ARC delivers to its target customers. 
• The brand equities are the core tenets ARC seeks to differentiate on and own. 
• Proof points are the products, services and experiences that reinforce the brand equities.

Industry Connector 

• Strategic efforts to generate collaboration and  
efficiencies, and inspire relationship-building 
among industry players.

• Enhancing partnerships through an active and 
influential thought leadership position. 

Leader in Distribution 

• Trusted and reliable provider of distribution  
services, settling more than $88.5B annually  
between airlines and travel agencies.

• Proven expertise in facilitating complex processes 
on a global scale.

 

BRAND ESSENCE
Forging Connections. Accelerating Growth.

BRAND PROMISE
ARC helps airlines and travel agencies connect, 
grow and thrive by delivering flexible distribution 
solutions, innovative technology and access to the 
world’s most comprehensive air transaction data.

Global Source of Airline Data 

• The world’s most comprehensive air transaction 
data, representing more than 2.2 billion passenger 
flights per year.

• Actionable insights into macro-level trends and  
granular, micro-level details.

 
Return on Innovation 

• Flexible and customizable technology services  
and data products engineered to maximize client 
and industry value.

• Built on future-proofed technology expertise to 
deliver high-quality, secure and cost-effective  
solutions tailored to customer needs.

BRAND EQUITIES AND PROOF POINTS
The four brand equities are the tenets ARC seeks to own, and they differentiate ARC in the air travel industry. The proof 
points align with the equities to articulate ARC’s value and strengths.
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ARC’s VISION STATEMENT conveys the pursuit of a shared image of success that inspires, motivates and guides people 
to work together. It reflects where ARC is going and primarily leverages an innovation and growth equity.

ARC’s VISION + MISSION

To be the partner and platform every enterprise in air travel counts on to succeed.

ARC’s MISSION STATEMENT defines organizational efforts and focus to make sure ARC stays on target with its overall 
business objectives as well as the company’s vision. It reflects why ARC’s business exists and its primary equity is 
partnership.

In order to ensure that both internal and external stakeholders are certain 
of who ARC is, it is important to operate with a clear, resounding voice. This 
requires having a consistent tone when communicating.

ARC’s VOICE

The ARC voice is confident, decisive, inspiring, intelligent and researched. ARC empowers the global air travel industry 
with meaningful insights and data to make informed business decisions. ARC strives to always be transparent, 
trustworthy and approachable.

ARC connects the global air travel community to solve problems and discover new opportunities. ARC inspires its 
customers to build relationships and solutions that move our industry forward. We want our customers to see ARC as 
an industry leader that is innovative, trustworthy and valued.

Advancing and unifying the global air travel community by delivering trusted 
solutions, proven expertise and flexible technology.

TAGLINE
ARC’s tagline is a short, assertive and compelling statement that conveys the essence of the brand. The tagline is 
not meant to fully describe what ARC does; rather, it is used to inspire.

The Intelligence Behind Air Travel
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Our brand identity is a visual symbol of who we are. It encapsulates our legacy,  
reinforces our mission and drives home what we do for our industry. As such, it 
is important to maintain consistency of our brand mark across all applications. 

PRIMARY LOGO

PRIMARY LOGO
RECOMMENDED CLEAR SPACE

PRIMARY LOGO
FULL COLOR

PRIMARY LOGO  
WITH FULL NAME

GRAYSCALE LOGO

The primary ARC logo appears in our lighter brand teal and is the preferred 
method of communication wherever possible. It is important that the basic 
elements of our brand are represented consistently across all applications. 
Logo artwork must never be modified in proportion or color outside of 
specific uses outlined here.

Our logo requires a sufficient amount of breathing space in order to stand 
out in our communications. Avoid placing graphic elements and copy in 
the area within the designated clear space. As a quick reference, the clear 
space should be the height of the counter of the letter “A” in the ARC logo.

For secondary logo applications the ARC logo with the full company name 
can be used. As with our primary logo, this logo can be used in regular and 
knock-out applications, in colors from our primary brand palette of navy 
and teal, as well as grayscale.

• The logo and full name must always be represented in the same color. 
• For usage above two inches, the logo and full name may be used. 

Below two inches, the full name is never used.

For black and white output and applications, use the primary ARC logo in 
70% black. Remember, this use of the logo is only for grayscale applications. 
For all other applications, our full-color logo in the ARC teal should be used.

The logo color must never be modified unless explicitly noted within this document. The ARC logo is precisely 
proportioned. The size and position relationship between the logo and full name must remain intact.

BRAND EQUITIES AND PROOF POINTS
The four brand equities are the tenets ARC seeks to own, and they differentiate ARC in the air travel industry. The proof 
points align with the equities to articulate ARC’s value and strengths.
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MARKETING USE
FOR SALES MATERIALS, ONLINE PRESENCE

Just as important as iconography and use of color, is the use of unique typography 
to attach a deeper meaning to your writing and accentuate our storytelling. 

TYPOGRAPHY

Our marketing materials pair the modern and clean design of Source Sans with the friendly Roboto Slab, a combination 
that reflects ARC’s authority and approachability. The standardized fonts Arial Black and Palatino provide easy-to-use 
alternatives for our general tools and day-to-day communications.

SOURCE SANS PRO  Light, Regular, Semibold, Bold, Black 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

ROBOTO SLAB  Light, Regular, Bold 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

GENERAL USE
FOR EMAILS, DOCUMENTS, PRESENTATIONS

ARIAL BLACK 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

PALATINO  Regular 
 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
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Our brand palette serves to underscore our brand history and unique voice. 
Grounded in strategy and insights, our palette communicates a sense of authority, 
intelligence, legacy, decisiveness and confidence.

COLOR PALETTE

Our color palette is broken into three groups: a primary palette, comprised of the ARC teals, navy and magenta. A rich 
assortment of accent colors form the secondary and tertiary palettes. To ensure consistent application of our palette across 
all materials, refer to the approved color combinations, which are outlined in ARC’s brand guide, https://arccentral.arccorp.
com/BusDev/Marketing/default.aspx.

PMS:  655C (295U)
CMYK:  100, 92, 38, 46
RGB:  12, 28, 71
HEX:  # 0C1C47

PMS:  716C (716U)
CMYK:  10, 61, 93, 1
RGB:  223, 124, 50
HEX:  #DF7C32

PMS:  7501C (7501U)
CMYK:  24, 25, 45, 0
RGB:  198, 181, 147
HEX:  #C6B593

PMS:  7711C (7712U)
CMYK:  79, 21, 27, 0
RGB:  24, 155, 176
HEX:  #189BB0

PMS:  5265C (2768U)
CMYK:  82, 79, 42, 36
RGB:  56, 53, 82
HEX:  #383552

PMS:  229C (7421U)
CMYK:  55, 98, 47, 54
RGB:  107, 28, 58
HEX:  # 6B1C40

PMS:  3155C (3155U)
CMYK:  83, 50 ,41, 14
RGB:  49, 102, 119
HEX:  #316677

PMS:  Cool Gray 2C (Cool Gray 2U)
CMYK:  16, 12, 13, 0
RGB:  212, 212, 212
HEX:  #D4D4D4

PMS:  376C (375U)
CMYK:  47, 6, 100, 0
RGB:  150, 190, 60
HEX:  #96BE3C

PMS:  227C (220U)
CMYK:  38, 98, 31, 7
RGB:  161, 18, 100
HEX:  #AB035C

PMS:  Cool Gray 10C (426U) 
CMYK:  0, 0, 0, 70
RGB:  109, 110, 113
HEX:  #6D6E71

PMS:  227
PMS:  655

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

TERTIARY

GRADIENT


